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In the recent consideration of modern racialized features of early
modern English literature, the function of white supremacy often remains
under represented, if not entirely absent.1  Some, however, do attend to
the issue.  Kim F. Hall, in Things of Darkness: Economies of Race and Gender
in Early Modern England2 is one who does concern herself with “disrupting
the language of white supremacy” (266�, and all of her work provides
fundamental and cogent models of procedure.  One significant model in
enunciating the dynamics of early modern white supremacist discourse
is Hall’s description of a “color complex” or “poetics of color in which
whiteness is established as a valued goal” (69, 66�.  Drawing on early
modern sonnet cycles, especially that of Sir Philip Sidney, Hall documents
“several ways in which the English poetic project produced a politics of
color that prepares generically, thematically, and economically a poetic
for the ‘new world’ — a world in which blackness is not a purely ‘aesthetic’
indication of beauty standards but the site for the interplay of sexual
politics and cultural and racial difference” (73�.  Understanding the
cultural currency in early modern England of such a color complex, a
complex that is, as is modern color prejudice, white supremacist, is
essential if we are to interpret accurately the racialized dimensions of the
period’ s literature.

Equally important to a precise interpretation of the literature of
Renaissance/early modern England, especially in relation to the nascent
production of white supremacist discourse, is delineating the literature’s
medievalism.  That is, how newly emerging cultural values, such as those
associated with heredity and phenotype, are defined in relation to
congeneric preexistent ones contributes to a full description of modern
racialized discourse by detailing how established bigoted attitudes are
incorporated into neoteric circumstances, such as those occasioned by
the institution of colonial exploits.  Such specification may be appreciated
most in studying early modern English racialized discourse since it is
only through such specification that the modern terms of such analysis
— significantly “race” and “ethnicity” — can be understood to have
developed into what they came to mean by the nineteenth century, but
what they did not mean in any simple way in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries.3  Terms such as “race” and “ethnicity” did carry prejudiced
associations, but these were traditionally familial and religious, not
somatic, although they were  starting to come to take on imperial, if not
Aryan associations, to use John Michael Archer’s apt distinction.4
Distinguishing what early modern authors understood to be medieval
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bigoted attitudes as distinct from incipient ones is an additional method
of enunciating the ways anti-black, white supremacist assumptions
developed in English-speaking cultures.  It can also, as I contend it does
with Elizabeth Tanfield Cary, help demonstrate a self-conscious critique
of the dehumanizing discourse coeval with the discourse’s inception.5

Like Geoffrey Chaucer’s “The Prioress’s Tale,” Cary’s The Tragedie of
Mariam, the Faire Queene of Iewry assumes more than asserts a culturally
current and preexistent anti-Semitism, and like William Shakespeare’s
The Tragedy of Othello, the Moor of Venice, Cary’s play draws on what Hall
calls a culturally nascent color complex or poetics of color.  Such points
might be thought to be obvious since Cary advertises them in her title,
but, as with Chaucer’s “Prioress’s Tale” and Shakespeare’s Othello, the
issues and functions of the anti-Semitism and white supremacy have been
variously overlooked, discounted, and in other ways avoided.  Certainly
such a critical condition is changing, as several recent essays on Chaucer,
Shakespeare, and Cary indicate,6 but the changing condition has yet to
produce a study that specifically addresses the confluence of a native or
medieval English anti-Semitism and an emergent racist white supremacy
in Cary’s play.  This is what I do in this essay.  In doing so, I show how
Cary draws on culturally current anti-Semitic attitudes to satirize those
who hold them, and, further, I show how nascent forms of modern, racist
white supremacy are ridiculed for their promotion of “fairness” and
“whiteness.”  The vantage point from which such medieval as well as
early modern bigoted attitudes are censured is a classically secular and
humanistic one.7

A major reason the critiqued prejudice that was so obvious to the
play’s author and her audience has subsequently been obscured is that
the social and generic contexts of the play have been, for whatever reasons
or purposes, largely misapprehended, misconstrued, or underappreciated.8
The most immediate and relevant social context of the play is Cary’s
elite coterie, the group for whom she wrote the play. Complex, to be
sure, the general characteristics of the coterie I will emphasize here are
those of the household of the Duke of York, Prince Charles.  Having
been given to Lady Elizabeth Carey and her husband Sir Robert Carey
for rearing, Prince Charles was the center of the salon — if only due to
the rigid imperatives of royal protocol.  Our author Elizabeth Cary,
daughter of the extraordinarily wealthy Chief Baron of the Exchequer
and wife of Sir Robert Carey’s cousin, Sir Henry Cary, was the literary
head of the salon, something akin to what Ben Jonson tried to attain in
the household of King James.9  It is this group that received and read the
closet drama that is The Tragedie of Mariam.10
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How this group read the closet drama is the second important
misconstruction that has obscured the function of the features advertised
in the title.  Usually conceived of as being read silently to oneself, the
play has been interpreted as what I might call a library play or a study
play or a lamp play.  That is, ingenious poetic features that reveal
themselves only through solitary meditation, done presumably in one’s
own closet by oneself, have largely dominated published interpretations.11

I believe these are valid, but not sufficient. Certainly the play can be read
to oneself as a poem, much as Shakespeare’s plays can.  However, viewing
the work as an actual production renders alternative interpretations, as
with Shakespeare’s plays.  By production, though, I do not mean what
those few who have taken a performance perspective have meant.12  By
production, I mean a salon reading, an event with features of the masque
traditions as well as the household readings of sermons.13  What the
salon would do with a closet or coterie drama such as Mariam would be
to assign the various parts to various members of the group to read aloud.
Who read what parts in this salon remains highly speculative, at least
with the current documents known.  Prince Charles’s role similarly is
undocumented, but given royal protocol and the Lady of the house’s
civil duty, it is likely that Prince Charles was the focal point of the lectors’
dramatic or at least forensic renditions.

In this context, instead of the print context of Chancery Lane, The
Tragedie of Mariam reveals itself quite easily as a humanist document that
mocks what it, and I, take to be the parochial medieval tradition of what
Bernard Glassman says were, in the period, Anti-Semitic Stereotypes without
Jews,14 and the absurdly objectivist and reductionist early modern white
supremacist equation of phonemic traits with moral worth, or what I call
embodied racist white supremacy.  That this coterie was intensely
humanist, in contrast to the intensely Protestant household of the other
prince, Henry, and the crypto-Catholic household of the queen, Anne,
and the variously characterized households of the princess, Elizabeth,
and the king, James, is suggested in numerous documents.15  One such
document is a report of the Venetian ambassador, Guistinian.  Describing
the quality of James’s affection for the intellectual prince, the ambassador
writes: “While talking on this point the young Duke of York, the King’s
second son, came in; he is the joy of the King, the Queen and all the
Court.  His Majesty began to laugh and play with him.  In the course of
his jokes he took up the Duke and said, ‘My Lord Ambassador, you must
make my son a Patrician of Venice.”16  While Henry gratified James’s
fantasy of being the defender of the faith,17 Charles gratified his fantasy
of being the learned philosopher king.  The Carey salon cultivated such
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possibilities for James in Charles through distinguishing itself from the
competing cultural currents of the time in a recognizably intellectual
manner.

One document suggestive of the learned, philosophical style is Cary’s
Mariam.  Cary’s play forges its humanistic themes through a layering of
perspectives that can best be appreciated by gauging the characters and
their statements dramatically in the social and coterie circumstances in
which they were written and expressed.  The humanist center is expressed
simply and literally in Salome’s husband’s enunciation of the ideal of
amicability.  In rejecting the humble subordination of two of Herod’s
enemies who have been secretly preserved by him, Constabarus
ingenuously exclaims:

          Oh, how you wrong our friendship, valiant youth!
          With friends there is not such a word as “debt”:
          Where amity is tied with bond of truth,
          All benefits are there in common set.
          Then is the golden age with them renew’d,
          All names of properties are banish’d quite:
          Division, and distinction, are eschew’d:
          Each hath to what belongs to others right. (2.2.99-106�

Constabarus describes the ideal condition of the Patrician class, and the
scene makes clear, especially in contrast to the scenes of Salome and
Herod and in comparison with the scenes of Pheroras and Graphina —
an ideal romantic couple kept apart by the harsh political machinations
of Pheroras’s brother, Herod — that it is unironic, literal, pathetic.

In such humanistic context, the vernacular anti-Semitism that
persisted in its medieval form can  be seen as mocked, especially clearly
in the dramatically ironic instances.  For example, in the Mariam-Salome
exchange that forms the third scene of the first act, Mariam insists upon
her racial and moral superiority to Salome.  Passionately responding to
Salome’s claim that Mariam depends upon her office for her status,
Mariam snorts:

          Though I thy brother’s face had never seen,
          My birth thy baser birth so far excell’d,
          I had to both of you the princess been.
          Thou parti-Jew, and parti-Edomite,
          Thou mongrel: issued from rejected race,
          Thy ancestors against the Heavens did fight. (1.3.232-37�

In then insisting that both Mariam’s ancestors and Salome’s were “born
of Adam, both made of Earth,/ And both did come from holy Abraham’s
line” (1.3.241-42�, Salome makes the common English Reformation
argument against racial bigotry, represented conveniently and
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contemporaneously elsewhere by Aemilia Lanyer’s poem, Salve Deus Rex
Judaeorum.18  Mariam immediately retorts to this defense by pressing
Salome’s active depravity:

          I favour thee when nothing else I say,
          With thy black acts I’ll not pollute my breath:
          Else to thy charge I might full justly lay
          A shameful life, besides a husband’s death. (1.3.243-46�

Sensational just in the expression, this exchange is humorous to the salon
in its dramatic irony.  Although the characters fight over racial superiority,
to an anti-Semitic English audience they are both simply Jews, never
mind that the Idumeans were forcibly converted to Judaism by Hyrcanus
I over the years 134-104 B.C.E.  To the humanist coterie, however, the
fact that both of the characters would be perceived as Jews by vernacular,
Protestant English people and that those people would think in anti-
Semitic fashion that the characters’ Jewishness was the relevant fact,
provided an additional layer of critical irony, since the humanist coterie
would understand that the moral difference in the characters is the only
thing that matters.  Largely because she’s not perfect, the heroine Mariam
is clearly a sympathetic character, suggesting that the coterie itself is not
anti-Semitic.  Through its humanist vision, it employs the jokes of the
others — here vernacular medievalism — to mock those who hold
medieval attitudes towards Jews.  English anti-Semites, the dramatically
ironic context makes clear, entirely miss the point of being responsible
for one’s own moral character.

Like the way the play mocks medieval attitudes towards and moral
assumptions about Jews, the play also mocks the nascent, proto-empirical
white supremacist views of the vernacular culture.  For instance, and as if
to be highlighting the contrast between the medieval and the new, the
scene following that between Mariam and Salome presents Salome alone
and complaining in the language of the vernacular color complex which
Hall documents as current in England at the time.  The scene is rife with
the discourse, but I will focus only on the play on words that evoke
recognition of the white supremacist ethic.  Complaining about not being
able to divorce her current husband, Constabarus, in order to take on
her new object of sexual passion, Salome moans, “And now, except I do
the Hebrew wrong,/I cannot be the fair Arabian bride” (1.4.279-80�.
Amphibolously, the locution draws on the color complex in its two parts.
“Except I do the Hebrew wrong” is usually, and correctly, interpreted to
mean that unless Salome violates Hebrew law forbidding women to seek
a bill of divorce from their husbands, she cannot take on Silleus, the
Arabian counselor she desires.19  It also means, though, that unless Salome
wrongs her husband, the Hebrew, she cannot take on Silleus.  Referring
to her obstacle-husband as “the Hebrew” clearly is denigrating in a racist
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way.  The line, “I cannot be the fair Arabian bride,” similarly suggests
dual references that draw on a poetics of color, one to herself, and the
other  to Silleus.  Salome wants to be the “fair Arabian bride” in that she
would become Arabian by marrying Silleus, and Silleus is the fair Arabian
she is to be the bride of.  The nascent white supremacy lies in “fair,”
meaning, of course, beautiful, but also phenotypically light, something
the vernacular English considered neither Idumeans nor Arabians.
Continuing in this vein, Salome is made to say that had she ever been
fair, meaning just, she would have, when plotting to kill her first husband
to take on her current husband, “blush’d at motion of the least disgrace:/
But [since she didn’t] shame is gone, and honour wip’d away” (1.4.292-
93�.  The color complex, as Hall details it, played on the inability of
darker peoples to blush as light skinned peoples sometimes do, as it also
played on the white supremacist association of dark phenotype with the
appearance of dirt on lighter phenotypes, so that a very common joke
among white supremacists was expressed in pseudo-maxims that asserted
the futility of doing something by comparing it to the futility of “washing
the Ethiop clean.”20  In these lines, then, Cary’s coterie understands that
they draw on early modern white supremacist assertions that those who
cannot blush are unchaste, since the chaste blush at all things sexual,
and so the dark other, such as the Idumean Salome, is by birth unchaste.
Moreover, Cary’s coterie understands that having honour “wip’d away”
is the obverse of “washing the Ethiop clean,” which would be why Salome
is dark, morally, as she asserts she is, as well as somatically, as the vernacular
audience would imagine her to be.  Cary’s salon would understand these
racist jokes and they would then distinguish themselves from those others
who laugh at them by themselves laughing at the anti-humanistic
absurdity of thinking that her character is hereditarily rather than
culturally and personally shaped.

This layering of perspectives to mock vernacular cultural currents
and to distinguish the prince’s coterie from other cultural currents is
pressed most in the presentation of the Chorus throughout the play,
which is stipulated in the “Names of the Speakers” to be “a company of
Jews” (65�.  In the Chorus at the end of the first act, for instance, the
company of speakers offers four stanzas of principles and two stanzas of
application.  The principles draw on a multitude of traditions.  In each
singular expression, the Chorus sounds cogent, but when coupled with
any other of its expressions, it contradicts and is contradicted.  For
instance, the Chorus ends its first stanza with a statement about how
foolish it is to seek when one does not have a single object to obtain:
“Fond wretches, seeking what they cannot find,/For no content attends a
wavering mind” (497-98�.  Cogent enough.  The second stanza affirms
how foolish it is to have a definite object to seek, in this case, wealth:
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“Thus step to step, and wealth to wealth they add,/Yet cannot all their
plenty make them glad” (503-04�.  Cogent enough, except when coupled
with the sententia about needing an object to pursue.  Perhaps both
sententiae support the ultimate principle, the concluding couplet of the
fourth stanza:  “That man is only happy in his fate/That is delighted in a
settled state” ( 515-16�, but for a company of Jews to be saying this at
the onset of what Cary’s culture’s historiography construed as the
beginning of the Christian era is dramatically ironic, as it is dramatically
ironic that a company of Jews would affirm such a principle in medieval
England.  Cary’s coterie laughs at this “company of Jews” in part because
the coterie knows the vernacular populace laughs out of anti-Semitic
prejudice, but more accurately the coterie laughs at the “company” because
it is a “company.”  That is, a company, as in actors, is generally not
educated as is a prince’s coterie, and, because of the differences in
education, especially in languages, a company often is comprised of
persons who hold vernacular values, not humanistic ones.  By contrast,
the members of Prince Charles’s household who spoke the various parts,
unlike actors, are not called a company any more than are those who
dance in masques.  Cary’s humanistic coterie, then, can be understood
to laugh at those, such as King James and Prince Henry, who employ
acting companies, since acting companies can only employ and hold
vernacular values, some medieval, others early modern, few classical.  In
this way, the functions of medieval anti-Semitism and early modern white
supremacy serve to delimit the coterie’s own identity as classically secular
— and so not anti-Semitic — and humanistic — and so not gratified by
the operations of the newly formed color complex so popular in the other
courts.21

Such an identity is clearly appealed to in the Chorus’s two stanzas
of application.  Unequivocally blaming Mariam for her tortured, conflicted
reaction to the news of Herod’s death, which turns out to be a false
report but nonetheless motivates the action of the first act — that is, the
first act presents the reactions of Mariam, Salome, and some others to
the mistaken news of Herod’s death that they all take to be accurate —
the Chorus sings in its final stanza:

          Were Herod now perchance to live again,
          She would again as much be grieved at that:
          All that she may, she ever doth disdain,
          Her wishes guide her to she knows not what.
          And sad must be their looks, their honour sour,
          That care for nothing being in their power. (523-28�

The heavy-handed tip-off to Cary’s humanist salon is the last word,
“power,” if it had not already thought the Chorus did not understand
what it had seen, as many a company of actors seemed not to understand
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what they performed.  The focus on power and individual responsibility
is dramatically ironic coming from a company and from Jews in medieval
as well as in early modern cultural environments.  Like Mariam subjected
to the all-powerful tyrant Herod, companies and Jews were subjected to
tyrannical social forces in England, forces that oppressed and exiled them
when they did not, as Herod does Mariam, execute them.  Cary’s coterie,
comprising women and men of elite but marginally elite ranks — because
of his youth, poor health, intellectual inclinations, and secondary status
to his elder brother and heir apparent Henry, Prince Charles possessed
minimal influence — emphatically sympathized with Mariam because
the group personally understood the utter shaping influence of social
power above the individual, especially in a society of absolute monarchy.
The Chorus blames Mariam for her conflicted attitudes and feelings,
while Cary’s coterie, in humanist fashion, would see immediately that
the society Mariam is subjected to engenders her suffering.  Mariam’s
tragedy is heightened by the cognizance that she is blamed for suffering
at the hands of unjust power, even by those who also suffer from the
actions of that power but do not realize their own complicity.

A further irony emphasizes the Chorus’s failure to understand reality
as humanists conceptualize it.  Firmly condemning any desire for any
kind of diverseness, the Chorus interprets the foiling of character between
Mariam and Salome as one of highlighting similarities rather than
differences.  The Chorus sings that “Still Mariam wish’d she from her
lord were free,/For expectation of variety” (517-18�.  While it is true that
both Mariam and Salome desire variety, the quality of the variety is
markedly different.  Salome desires sexual and matrimonial variety,
whereas Mariam desires variety of conversation companions, something
the grotesquely jealous Herod cannot abide.  Mariam also values a variety
of emotional experiences as they, like a variety of conversation
companions, help her explore the contours of her humanity.  In this,
Mariam resembles Pico’s chameleon, a great emblem of Renaissance
humanity.22  Salome, by contrast, resembles medieval lust.23   That the
Chorus misinterprets kinds of variety and conflates all kinds together
would be sardonically contemned by the humanistic coterie.  And such
sardonic contempt would be humorously elicited through intonation and
gesture by the coterie speakers who comprised the company of Jews as
well as by the reactions of those who were listening.

Such ironic layering may be obscure to a culture such as ours that
values the literal over the ironic, especially in historical documents, and
that labours under modem essentialist discourses of the self.  To such an
audience, the anti-Semitism and white supremacy of The Tragedie of
Mariam, The Faire Oueene of Iewry may appear to be its author’s rather
than its culture’s.  Foucauldian historicism and literary biography,
however, can challenge the hegemony of such a modern hermeneutic.24
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In challenging usual assumptions, not only are Cary and her play re-
presented in a more ethical mode, but the critique of racist white
supremacy also gains a history coeval with the construction of the
dehumanizing, murderous discourse.  Further, the function of Cary’s
medievalism, that is, of the employment of medieval anti-Semitic
prejudice in the critique of early modern white supremacy, locates precisely
the confluence of several discourses culturally and socially.  And through
such locating actions, finally, we can better assess the usefulness of
Renaissance humanist texts to our post modern projects, academic,
political, personal.

University of Northern Iowa
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